Properties of Gases and Gaseous Mixtures with a Morse Potential
By 0. P. BAHETHI, R. S. GAMBHIR and S. C. SAXENA Physics Department, Rajasthan University, Jaipur, India (Z. Naturforschg. 19 a, 1478-1485 [1964] ; eingegangen am 4. August 1964) Second virial coefficients, viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficients of binary gas mixtures have been computed for the MORSE potential in conjunction with a set of combination rules for the unlike interactions. These calculated values are compared with the experimental values with a view to derive inferences regarding the adequacy of the recently proposed MORSE potential. On the basis of this detailed comparison of theory and experiment some specific and useful conclusions have been drawn which enable one to understand the relative footing of this potential in reference to the other two realistic potentials, viz. L-J (12-6) and exp-six. KONOWALOW, TAYLOR, and HIRSCHFELDER 1 have extended the scope of calculation of the various equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of gases by introducing the MORSE potential. KONOWALOW and HIRSCHFELDER 2 have determined the potential parameters for a number of nonpolar gases using the second virial and crystal data. They 2 found for all the gases except Kr that this potential is as successful in correlating the second virial coefficient, B(T), data as the two other realistic potentials, viz. the and the modified BUCKING-HAM exp-six. For Kr they 2 suggested a five parameter hybrid potential and the situation is not at all satisfactory in the case of exp-six potential also 3 . SAXENA and GAMBHIR 4 gave a set of combination rules to determine the unlike interactions from like interactions. They 4 found that the second virial data of mixtures can be interpreted by this potential somewhat better than by the other two potentials. This conclusion was based on the analysis of data on four systems only. GAMBHIR and SAXENA 5 also interpreted the JOULE-THOMSON data of a few nonpolar gases with reasonable success. Thus, on the whole this potential was found to be satisfactory in correlating the equilibrium properties of gases and gaseous mixtures. SAXENA and BAHETHI 7 examined the experimental data on the three elementary transport properties and arrived at the conclusion that it is not possible to reproduce precisely these data using the potential parameters of KONOWALOW and HIRSCH-FELDER 2 . This conclusion was further supported by the work on He 8 and H2 9 . In these two latter works 8 -9 it was found that if the potential parameters are determined from viscosity then the remaining data on non-equilibrium properties can be reasonably explained. SARAN 10 has recently examined the viscosity data of a number of pure gases and also arrived at the same conclusion. Thus, this overall study suggests that it is not possible to correlate all the data on equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties by the choice of a single set of potential parameters. We in this paper propose to investigate the properties of gas mixtures. Second virial data of mixtures will be interpreted with B(T) parameters while the binary viscosity, //mjx ; diffusion, D12; and thermal conductivity, /m; 
Potential Parameters
The Morse potential is
where, 0 (r) is the potential energy of two molecules separated by a distance r, £ is the depth of the potential energy minimum where r = rm, r* = r/o, o is a distance parameter having the physical significance that 0(o) =0, and the constant C determines the curvature of the potential at the minimum as well as the steepness of the repulsive potential. C, e/k and o or rm are called the potential parameters, where k is the BOLTZMANN constant.
Combination rules to determine the potential parameters characterizing the unlike interactions from those corresponding to the like interactions were given by SAXENA and GAMBHIR 4 . However, these can also be represented by the following simpler and equivalent expressions: Potential parameters for the unlike interactions are given in Table 2 and in their evaluation we have used for pure interactions the data of Table 1 and equations (2) to (4).
Properties of Pure Gases
Considerable work on pure gases has already been done and it was found that the potential parameters determined from any of the equilibrium properties can only explain such properties. Similarly viscosity parameters could only reproduce the non-equilibrium properties. For this reason we evaluated the potential parameters of Ne from rj. The viscosity parameters determined for 02 and C02 were also subjected to this test, although SARAN 10 has already shown that t] data can be adequately reproduced with the help of these parameters. In Fig. 1 are shown the /. and T] data of Ne as a function of temperature and compared with the calculated values from the MORSE potential using viscosity parameters and theoretical expression as given by HIRSCHFELDER, CURTISS and BIRD 12 . The agreement between theory and experiment is good and is better than the consistency of the experimental data of different workers. Calculated and experimental 13 values of the diffusion coefficient for this gas are plotted in Fig. 2 and the agreement between the two is reasonable. Consequently it can be inferred that the parameters of Ne derived from r] are capable of reproducing the other non-equilibrium properties. The parameters of 02 and C02 determined from viscosity were subjected to a similar test. In Fig. 2 are displayed the experimental data of diffusion, DN, for 02 13 and C02 13-18 along with the computed values. The agreement in the case of 02 is satisfactory while for C02 the disagreement is quite pronounced at high temperatures. We feel that this is because the rigorous CHAPMAN-ENSKOG theory does not strictly apply to this molecule which is polyatomic and nonspherical. The B(T) data for these two gases 19-21 as a function of temperature are reproduced in Fig. 3 where the continuous curves represent the calculated values. Here also, as in the case of other gases, we find that the viscosity parameters fail to reproduce the B(T) data. 
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Properties of Binary Gas Mixtures
The second virial coefficient of a binary mixture, #mix is given by 12
Here, X1 and X2 , and Bn and B22 are the mole fractions and second virial coefficients of the heavier and lighter components respectively, and B12 is the virial coefficient of a hypothetical pure gas whose molecules interact according to the potential law for
(1,2) interactions. B12 is given by Binary viscosity data, rymix, are specially useful for testing the potential as well as the combination rules because of the high accuracy associated with these data. Experimental data on ten binary systems at several temperatures and in each case as a function of composition were considered. All these data 26 ' 27 along with the calculated values according to the theoretical expression given by HIRSCHFELDER et al. 12 are listed in Table 4 . The agreement between theory and experiment on the whole seems quite satisfactory if due consideration is given to the accuracy of the data, and to the complexity of the molecules involved to which the theory does not strictly apply. The theory of thermal conductivity is understood accurately only when the molecules involved are monatomic 28 . We therefore consider only three systems, which permute out of the gases of Binary diffusion data are specially suited for testing the reliability and appropriateness of potential energy functions clue to their enhanced sensitivity to the law of molecular interactions, though the reduced accuracy of the diffusion data sometimes presents a serious handicap. For theoretical calculation we have used the first approximation expression given by HIRSCHFELDER et al. 12 . In Fig. 4 we compare the experimental data 31 ' 32 on five systems as a function of temperature with the calculated values. Similar comparisons for N2 -He and 02 -H2 systems 31 ' 33 are given in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 6 we discuss the result on 02 -C02 and N2 -C02 33 , and in Fig. 7 on Ar -He [34] [35] [36] [37] and Ar -H2 31 -36 - 38 . Lastly in Fig. 8 28 C. MUCKENFUSS we consider H2 -CO, and He -C02 systems. The experimental points of SAXENA and MASON 37 only are shown for the data of other workers, as shown by these authors, are in essential agreement with each other. The agreement between the calculated and experimental values is good in all cases except in 02 -H2 , N2 -C02 , Ar -He, and Ar -H2 systems at high temperatures, and C02 -He even at ordinary temperatures.
Gas pair
Discussions
In all cases where pure gases are involved we find that the viscosity parameters reproduce all the nonequilibrium properties, and virial parameters all the equilibrium properties well within the uncertainty of the experimental data. However, any attempt to describe one class of properties with the help of the parameters determined from a property of the other class fails miserably. This is a notable weak point of the MORSE potential. It is relevant to mention here that the other realistic intermolecular potentials on which calculations have been performed earlier are better in this respect. The exp-six potential has shown to be for all the pure gases of Table 1 , except CO., for which no interpretation by this potential has been done so far, a much better potential than the MORSE in as much as a choice of a single set of parameters has proved reasonable and could correlate the data on both sets of properties. The LENNARD-JONES (12 -6) potential has in certain cases 12 shown superiority for two sets of parameters, one set for each class of properties, but if an attempt is made to describe all the gas properties by the choice of a single set the discrepancies are not as notable as in the case of MORSE potential.
On this background what is left to be known for the complete and final assessment of this potential is its capacity to explain the properties of gas mixtures. Obviously, in this endeavour one is dictated to use the pure parameters of the same class of which the mixture properties are being considered. A detailed study of this type has been presented in section 3. In the case of equilibrium properties we consider only second virial data. A critical examination of the results indicated that MORSE potential is just allright except for Ar -He system. MASON 27 . The latter values are also equally bad at higher temperatures though these are slightly superior at low temperatures. For Ar -Ne system we get a discrepancy of about 2.2% on the average. A relatively better reproduction is obtained by both (12 -6) and exp-six potentials 27 ' 39 . The situation in the Ne -He is same as in the case of H2 -CO., both for MORSE and (12 -6) potentials while no appreciable improvement is obtained even by exp-six potential. Thus, on the whole we can infer that the over-all success achieved by the MORSE potential is comparable to that of the exp-six and (12 -6) potentials.
The comparison of diffusion data with theory leads to very notable discrepancies. The discrepancy öbserved in Ar -He system is particularly puzzling in view of the simple nature of these molecules. Another interesting point to note in this connection is that SARAN'S work 10 also exhibits similar discrepancies though he has used different potential parameters for He and a different set of combination rules. We feel that this disagreement essentially results from the empirical nature of the potential function and not because of the combination rules. Of course, as with other potentials 84 if the MORSE potential parameters are determined from diffusion data alone one could have reproduced the data better. It is hard to understand the lack of agreement in the case of N2 -C02 specially when 02 -C02 and N2 -He systems behave well in the same temperature range. The discrepancies observed in the cases of Ar -H2 and 02 -H2 are also appreciable, but the failure in this case in our opinion is due to the inability of the potential to represent the force field of H.,. Thus, on the whole we find that systems involving polyatomic molecules are not well represented by this potential and the source of discrepancy stems from this choice and not from the combination rules. He CO., system also exhibits a pronounced and systematic discrepancy. The agreement can be improved by chosing a different value of e12/k but it should not prompt one to conclude that the fault lies with the combination rules. The nonspherical nature of C02 will itself limit the applicability of MORSE potential. What one actually looks for in applying the theorv and these potentials to such system is actually the degree of reliance that can be associated with representing the behaviour of nonspherical molecules.
SARAN 10 has calculated D12 values for all the systems of Figs. 5 -7 and a few of Fig. 4 . In all cases his calculated values differ only by 1 to 2 percent from our values and are in a direction to further increase the disagreement between theory and experiment. For Ar -Ne, H., -C02 and He -C02 the D12 values obtained using SARAN'S parameters are appreciably different from ours and these are shown by dashed curves in Figs. 4 and 8. For Ar -Ne system nothing definite can be said for our values are higher and SARAN'S values equally low. For H2 -C02 our values are better while for He -C02 SARAN'S values are preferable. Thus, on the whole we feel that the two sets of combination rules yield almost in all cases approximately identical results and the present work does not permit one to prefer one set to the other. Similar detailed calculations are not available for the other two potentials. WALKER et al. 40 have fitted all the diffusion data 33 ' 34 -38 and derived the exp-six and L J parameters. When these are compared with the exp-six and L -J parameters derived from the pure parameters determined from viscosity in conjunction with the conventional combination rules very pronounced differences are observed. This analysis consequently suggests that these two potentials also are similar to the MORSE potential and will lead to similar discrepancies if direct calculations were performed. A limited number of such calculations are available 34 ' 38 to lend support to this view. From Table 5 we find that MORSE potential succeeds well in reproducing the /mjx data. The interesting point to note is that even Ar -Ne and Ne -He systems, where somewhat inferior agreement between theory and experiment was found in the case of behave satisfactorily here. This suggests, when we recall that >;mix and Amix are about equally sensitive to the law of intermolecular potential, that these few discrepancies observed in r;mjx are not important and one cannot assess the success of MORSE potential on these differences. SAXENA and GANDHI 41 have reported /mix values for these systems with exp-six potential. They found discrepancies of a similar type. Limited calculations available for L-J potential 26 are inferior to either of these two potentials.
Conclusions
In view of the detailed comparison of theory and experiment presented in section 3 and discussions on different systems and properties in section 4 we are in a position to infer the following conclusions:
(1) One serious drawback of the MORSE potential is its incapacity to represent equilibrium and nonequilibrium properties by the choice of a single set of parameters.
(2) The potential parameters determined from one property do however, succeed in correlating the data of the various properties of that class to which it belongs. The accuracy obtained in this correlation is good and competes very well with that obtained in the cases of L -J (12-6) and exp-six potentials.
(3) These parameters can also correlate the binary mixture properties of that very class with reasonable success and this confirms the adequacy of the existing set of combination rules to determine the unlike interactions from like interactions.
(4) Thus, on the whole MORSE potential seems somewhat inferior to the modified exp-six potential which has a better competance to correlate the experimental data on the various equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties by the choice of a single set of potential parameters.
(5) This work suggests that there is no need to test this potential on the basis of a more sensitive property like thermal diffusion, which offers a much more crucial and sensitive test for the adequacy of a molecular potential.
